Evolving the field of art conservation

From the Academy: From the fellowship model helped rejuvenate Maurice S. Bloch Theatre, India

For five years, the fellowships at the Kolkata-based Academy for Conservation have been making a difference in the conservation of cultural artefacts. The Academy is not only training its students but also engaging with diverse projects, developing new production and research methodologies.

SEE MORE>

Training Courses in Conservation

Training Courses in Conservation of Natural History Specimens, held at Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, Mumbai, under the Tata Trusts Art Conservation Initiative.

Training Courses:
- Training Course in Conservation of Natural History Specimens
- Training Course in Conservation of Manuscripts and Miniature Paintings
- Training Course in Conservation of Objects of Copper Alloys
- Training Course in Conservation of Objects of Natural History Specimens
- Training Course in Conservation of Objects of Paper Manuscripts
- Training Course in Conservation of Objects of Wood and Textiles

Academy of Conservation: Young Conservation Professionals

A training programme on conservation of cultural heritage in association with the Tata Trusts is presented at the ICOM Conference in Helsinki.

Sahitya Raja

Young Conservation Professional

The last day of the Trusts supported 3-month Training Course in Conservation of Natural History Specimens at CSMVS, Mumbai.

In 2022, the Thanesar-based Sahitya Raja, a Young Conservation Professional from the Academy, presented a paper on Conservation of Copper Alloys at the ICOM Conference in Helsinki.
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